Clear Measure enables a top-tier Texas university to perform
cloud-based load testing using Azure DevOps

THE COMPANY

THE CHALLENGE:
The client anticipated a significant usage increase on their
Learning Management System (LMS), and Texas Early Childhood
Professional Development System (TECPDS) products that were
integrated into their more comprehensive product, CLI Engage.
The goal was to explore and validate the upper threshold of the
user capacity for both LMS and TECPDS systems and make
recommendations to accommodate projected growth.
THE SOLUTION:

A comprehensive health science
university, with a mission to
educate health science
professionals, discover and
translate advances in the
biomedical and social sciences,
and model the best practices in
clinical care and public health.
Texas’ resource for health care
education, innovation, scientific
discovery and excellence in
patient care.

Clear Measure proposed web app performance testing with Azure
DevOps because it has UI web testing and load testing
components built-in. Clear Measure had already built a testing
harness for a previous project. Therefore, the cloud-based test
implementation was a seamless process. Furthermore, we
strategically constructed additional test cases to test the LMS and
TECPDS systems based on user analytics and user feedback of the
systems.
THE BENEFITS:
The client was able to take the phase 1 test results and make
necessary updates to the TECPDS system. These updates enabled
the system to support up to 400 concurrent users at any given
time, providing a performance increase of over 600% from the
previous test results. Clear Measure was able to increase the LMS
system’s CPUs from 4 to 8, ultimately improving performance
throughout the web application. However, we recommended that
target user counts remain below 200 concurrent users per server.
Additionally, we recommended running LMS on a web farm to
improve performance and provide resiliency and scalability to the
current system.
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